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Ir.* rodu " t inn 

v     ,-.,,,   -  < r ^mt.r-rn    i-   *o   increase   •he  availability One   of   the  ma'.r,  e tger * i vt.. < i       int' r- J        '- 
*   -,„ i    fr  „rTiv   down* im<-   '<-,   t.hc   r-arti cai   limit  por.r.itle. of production  equipment   end    te m i n ^ r, i t.e   .ìown.im. 

Maintenance costs  money.     Such  rests,   however,  must   be   justified by  an 

increase   of equipment   productivity  accompanied  by  a lowering  of production   cost 

and on   mo ruase  in prr.fi.tr.. 

No   one   hopes  to  attain   a 100  por  cunt   cr   near  100   per  •,,,*   availability   of 

equipment,   i.o.   zero  downtime.     H   is  often   too    pensive   to   cttain.     Thero   is 

usually   an  optm- lovol   of   equipment  availability which   is   the most economical. 

Below  such  level, maintenance   in not ,iven  enough care   and  downtime   is excessive. 

In such   case,   allocating  more  resources   to   maintenance   in men and equipment   will 

result   in  a  better overall   performance   of   the   enterprise.     Cost  of  .reduction 

will   decrease  and profits   will   increase.      However,   if  the   resources allocated   to 

maintenance  are increased   beyond , certain   level,   which  is   called here  the   optimum 

level,    the   further  increase   in  the   cost    ,f  man tenar, e   is  not   compensated   by  an 

equivalent  decrease   in  the   overall   profit   of  the enterprise. 

Enterprise should  thus  aim at working at   this optimum   level  of maintenance 

activity  which would  result   m  the  optimum  possible  benefit   to  the enterprise. 

Such  optimum level   is  affected \.   many   consideration*. 

a) Safeguarding of   equipment  to  attain maximum  possible  lifetime; 

b) Safety of operation; 

c) Cost of downtime   of equipment. 

This last item  is  the  main theme  of  this paper. 



1 
Factors affecting cost  of downtime;     Cost of downtime  to  tho  factory  is affected 

by the following: 

1) Profit   lost  due  to lack of production; 

2) Direct  labour paid,  but  not  producing; 

3) Spoilage  of products in process,  either before,  during 

or    after downtime; 

4) Cost  of bringing back equipment  to working condition 

after repair; 

5) Interest  on idle  investment; 

6) Loss of  customers and market good will  due  to unfulfilment 

of sales agreements. 

l)    Profit  lost due to lack of production:    This is probably the i torn that 

has the most effect on downtime cost.    However,  potential profit is lost 

only when there  is potential  sale.    If market demand is less than production 

capacity,   then any extra downtime which brings production output down to 

market demand level does not really entail a loss of sale or loss of profit. 

The  cost of downtime thus depends on the ratio between market demand 

for products and production capacity.    If market demand is equal or higher 

than production capacity,  then any production IOSB results in sales and 

profit loss.    However, the magnitude of this loss depends on: 

a) Is the factory working one,  two or three shifts?    There 

i8 no chance,  in the case of three shifts,  to make up 

for the production loss when downtime takes place.    In 

the case of one or two shifts, there may be e chance to 

mako up for some lost production.    In this case the loss 

will be due to the increased production cost resulting 

from overtime, etc. 

b) Is it the policy of the company to keep a certain amount 

of products in stores,  if products are storeable?    If so, 

market demand can be met from stored products and effect 

of loss of production due to downtime will not be as big 

as in the case when products are not usually stored. 
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2)    n*~»      ...our »14. *« not  Producing:    In this connection consideration 

„t be given to whether such labour could V. alloyed productively somewhere 

else during the shut down of the equipment. 

j)    «-Ml.« of product,,  l,i  | l   - — ,   """ *•»"«•  d"ring °r after A°>mU^^9••^ 
„ certain types cf procese induatriee,  this can he a very expensive ite,. 

B. cost ef downtime in this cace  is not only the loss of profit from po en- 

tial demand which i. not satisfied,  but also tho cost of ail raw materials 

which «re spoiled during the breakdown and stppage of équipant. 

.)   r„.t of briñón« f* -r^nt to wm-Hnr -ondUJon after repair:    In 

certain industries this can also be an expensive it•,    ta example is the 

heating of a cement HI» after repair, to bring it up to a working temperature. 

5)    T-,.—* on idle investment:     Interest en idle investment can either be 

calculated according to prevailing bank rate which may be about 6 to 8 per 

cent or at the rate at which the enterprise is obtaining return on it. invest- 

ment which »a, be about 15 to 20 per cent.   *e majority of opinion, support 

th, .ecend alternative since thi. 1. the rate the enterprise oxpec . from 

the retaking of establishing an industrial concern.    Another point to 

be considered i. that since a 100 per cent availability o, equipmen   » «* 

expected, *he normal downtime figuro, usually e.timated between 10 to 15 P» 

oent «hould be deducted from the total idle time. 

aL.rn.nt..    The long-term los, incurred due to Inability to de! ver in Urn.. 
^ , - -.j..! •0d will and finanoial «notion, 
such a. lo., of customer«, los. of market good win an 

are perhap« the most damaging effect, of downtime. 

I„ ..«mating the optimum level o, maintenance and the d.gr.. of aUooa- 

tin. company «.euro., to maint,n»ce faciliti.., 11 «. .bo« point.^ 

*JTZ. oo».ideration.    Ti«... «-U help —»-* 1- **«--* *• 

a.««, .f .ophl.«eatlo» of tb.tr ^- P•*~~ -"~ ""?¿ 

•nteipriae. 

L **m tfMMI 



Conclusions: 

Port  of  an enterprise's  resources,   in personnel  and equipment,   is allocated 

to maintenance  to maximize  overall  enterprise  performance and profit.     Since  the 

degree  of allocating such resources  to maintenance  depends  on the  balance between 

cost of maintenance and cost  incurred by the  enterprise due  to downtime,   an accu- 

rate and factual evaluation of  cost  of downtime  is necessary. 
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